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Pine Country 

By Heather Arneson 

 

 Pine trees were once stacked for yards in the old Pier 45 lot in Huntingsville, Minnesota 

where an open lot exists, now.  They once shivered away plenty of green needles that sprayed, 

flew, stuck, and pointed fleetingly as Artie Finch trained in new employees for the Christmas 

season.  He became like a highly-strung violin playing the same tune as each year progressed, 

flapping his legs and arms in what he later discovered appeared to be mocking certain customers.  

He was aghast to realize that the patrons of the store saw through his façade of holiday cheer, but 

the Midwest polite double-edged sword proved no one actually addressed him directly regarding 

it.   

 He had a way of inspiring the staff at his company, however, which he and four other 

colleagues built back in 1972, with only a love of nature and optimism to spare.  Pier 45 sold 

everything from Christmas trees during the holidays, Hanukkah decorations, and an array of 

garden supplies from February through the summer.  It was located near a highway, and 

experienced a good amount of success partly due to this fact, as well as its quality customer 

service.  One couple, in particular, named Sela and Jack were a particularly friendly duo of sorts, 

and frequented the establishment often, even offering to buy the business, but never purchasing a 

single item while they were there.  It turned out that they spent their enthusiasm elsewhere, on 

liquor, casinos, and various flea markets, writing checks that bounced around nearby cities, while 

only occasionally paying babysitters to watch their children. 

 Artie was a hard worker and always will be remembered as such by those who knew him 

in the small town, that much is true, but he pushed himself so diligently and stubbornly that 

people with less integrity or work ethic teased him for that very fact.  In fact, Tom, a steward at 

“Boards and Steel, Inc.” and known as the town prankster, joked to his best friend Sam at one of 

Artie’s last New Year’s Eve parties, “Artie’s probably going to dig dirt at his own funeral.”  He 

was quite proud of that joke, elbowing his friend while they ogled adolescent males and females.  

Artie was too drunk to remember, but his wife ended up telling the two they weren’t welcome 

back after she witnessed that. 

 Artie tried to be smart to avoid shifty characters during his many years in business.  Sela 

and Jack, who seemed harmless enough initially, were among those that he learned to distrust.  

Seeing them lurking about the premises only spurred his already wildly beating heart to thump! 

each time he saw them eye one of his products.  Years ago, he wouldn’t have made a fuss, as 

everyone was forgiving in the little community, but he knew that they had sticky fingers, and he 

didn’t want anything stolen from him, especially because he knew the situation would shake him 

into being a complete emotional wreck.  Eventually, he told his manager Will, a tall and stoic 

young man with ashen dark hair, to ban them from the store, which he did.  The culprits walked 

away, wearing Hawaiian t-shirts, and a look of embarrassment.   
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He began to wonder what his life was about.  His faith in humanity began to wane, and he 

pondered, if Huntingsville was a microcosm of inhabitants on Earth, was he already living 

amidst doom?  Then one mid-December day, on his way home to his wife Rhonda, a round and 

good-natured baker, he became sidetracked.   

What he expected to be a relatively routine afternoon developed into him nearly having a 

panic attack over switched orders and dealing with an employee who seemed to be more burned-

out than he was; everyone he worked with agreed behind his back that they didn’t think that was 

possible.  It was a slow progression to feeling not only out of the loop, but not completely 

knowing why.  And it was his own business!   

He began to think that he was going to suffer another nervous breakdown, which all of 

his employees discussed when he was gone at a Blooming conference that he was probably going 

to have.  Will almost broached the subject one day with Artie, but a younger co-worker, Bev, 

distracted him, as she walked by and flipped her bright blonde locks towards his assigned cash 

register.  He thought to himself that Artie couldn’t handle his opinion anyway, so best to keep his 

mouth shut.  He then retreated to clasping his hands around the bar on top of the conveyor belt, 

with a frozen expression on his face, and a general feeling of unease. 

 As he trudged down the path towards the wooden bridge Artie thought to be as sturdy as 

time itself, it snapped just as he stepped onto it with his chosen pine tree of the season.  He and 

the tree went careening and landed on top of a ledge where he nearly fell on a young raccoon and 

squirrel peacefully co-existing.  Little fluffy flakes of snow dropped down onto his eyelids, and 

through awestruck blinks towards the auspicious sky, his heart rate decreased.  The woodland 

creatures looked around stunned, but crawled and scampered to safety around a nearby tree.  He 

felt accepted just as he was, even after crashing in on their habitat like a storm, and had a 

decidedly happier outlook after that day; the staff at Pier 45 agreed about 6 months later, after he 

left at his normal lunch hour.   


